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Europe Overview

The Internet in Europe is controlled predominantly through a combination of govern-

ments and information and communication technology (ICT) companies. Countries,

whether members of the 27 member European Union (EU) or otherwise, have all regu-

lated the Internet in some way, with a number of them censoring defamatory speech

or monitoring copyright infringement. Meanwhile, ICT firms have taken it upon

themselves to censor child pornography and hate speech.

Unlike in other parts of the world, however, the Internet in Europe is regulated to a

large degree through the coordinated action of states, usually through the processes of

the EU. As European governments look to harmonize their cyber-law policies over the

coming years, they will increasingly turn to the EU to decide what to regulate and how

to regulate the Internet.

Regional Regulation

There is no explicit obligation at the EU level mandating either governments or ICT

firms to filter or remove online content, though this position may soon change. In

December 2008, the EU approved the next phase of studies of new filtering technolo-

gies to fight illegal content. The Safer Internet Program adopted by the EU Council of



Ministers intends to protect minors from illegal and harmful content online, in partic-

ular, ‘‘child sexual abuse material, grooming and cyber bullying.’’ This program will

operate from 2009 to 2013 and cost EUR 55 million.1 Part of the program involves the

development of tracking technologies that will monitor child pornography and help

build a Europol database of illegal online behavior.2

This program is the latest in a series of related initiatives introduced by the EU. The

first EU attempt, ‘‘Action Plan for a Safer Internet,’’ aimed at regulating content

deemed illegal or harmful by individual states, was passed in 1999 and has been in

force since 2002.3 Illegal content varies between countries; Nazi propaganda, for exam-

ple, is illegal in France and Germany but not in the United Kingdom. Harmful content

is defined more broadly and can include anything that would offend the values and

sentiments of races, religious groups, or other minorities. The action plan emphasized

the need to take steps in five broad areas in order to curb illegal and harmful content

on the Internet:

1. Promoting voluntary industry self-regulation and content monitoring schemes,

including the use of hotlines for the public to report illegal or harmful content;

2. Encouraging Internet service provider(s) to provide filtering tools and rating systems

that enable parents or teachers to regulate the access of Internet content by children in

their care, while allowing adults access to legal content;

3. Raising awareness about services offered by ICT firms to allow users to control access

to content;

4. Exploring the legal implications of promoting the safer use of the Internet; and

5. Encouraging international cooperation in the area of regulation.

For the most part, the 2002 action plan left it to individual states to take these steps.

The Safer Internet Program, passed in 2005, aims to give the EU broader powers and

new tools to achieve these goals itself. Among other things, the 2005 program funded

hotlines for citizens to report offending content, sponsored education efforts on con-

sumer and data protection, and authorized new studies into filtering technology for

illegal content.4

Two European directives may form the basis of expansive legislation regulating the

Internet in the coming years. The Electronic Commerce Directive limits the liability of

online providers for transferring, caching, and hosting illegal content.5 The Audio-

visual Media Services Directive (AVMSD), meanwhile, aims to extend current EU regu-

lation for broadcast television content to the Internet.6 The regulations include, among

other things, the right of member states to sue content providers living outside their

jurisdictions and the responsibility to make harmful content inaccessible to minors.

Because the AVMSD was passed only in 2008, it remains unclear whether or not the

directive applies to all Internet video content, or just on-demand programming sent

over TCP/IP.
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Most existing EU regulation regarding filtering overlaps with or supplements the

existing policies of individual states. On issues of child pornography, human traffick-

ing, terrorist propaganda, and fraud, there exists a broad consensus to monitor and

block offending material. Surprisingly, no such consensus exists on who or what

should be held responsible for such material. Most countries have agreed to treat ISPs

as mere conduits of information. However, some countries have held these entities

responsible for offending material.

The EU maintains a liberal regional policy toward ISPs, limiting their liability under

the Electronic Commerce Directive,7 however, member states have been inconsistent

in applying the directive. In July 2007, a Belgian court required an ISP to implement

technical measures in order to stop copyright infringements committed by its sub-

scribers through P2P networks.8 In 2008, the British government warned that, absent

ISPs’ ‘‘voluntary self-regulation,’’ it would hold service providers legally responsible for

allowing unlawful file sharing.9 British ISPs have, by all appearances, already chosen to

self-regulate.10

Despite the lack of strong EU-level regulation, many member states have taken

it upon themselves to filter unwanted content. Many countries, such as the United

Kingdom,11 Sweden,12 Finland,13 Denmark,14 Germany,15 and Italy,16 filter child por-

nography, and some governments (e.g., United Kingdom, France) have pressured ISPs

to prevent copyright infringements by filtering.17 Quite recently, it was reported that a

number of Web sites in Belgium were blocked. In contrast to other countries, the Web

sites were filtered not because of displaying pornographic content but in order to guar-

antee the privacy rights of suspects or criminals who committed sexual offenses against

children and whose identity was accordingly revealed in the targeted Web sites.18

In addition to filtering directed by governments, ISPs and search engines within

countries have often taken it upon themselves to monitor and filter controversial con-

tent. Often, these companies have decided to self-regulate in order to preempt govern-

ment regulation.

Copyright

Film studios, record labels, and their associations have all strongly lobbied the EU to

require ISPs to block potential copyright infringements and terminate the contracts of

subscribers who visit particular Web sites. Yet the EU has been slow to act, authorizing

studies but rarely taking action. Generally, however, where the EU has failed to assist

the content industries, individual states have been quick to act, enthusiastically prose-

cuting companies and individuals who violate copyright law, both within and outside

their borders.

The EU’s policy on intellectual property and illegal file sharing is laid out in

three directives. The Electronic Commerce Directive standardizes information and
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transparency requirements for ISPs, commercial communications, and electronic con-

tracts.19 The 2001 Directive on Copyright and Related Rights gives authors, performers,

and film producers the sole right to reproduce and distribute their respective writings,

performances, sound recordings, and films.20 And the 2004 Directive on the Enforce-

ment of Intellectual Property Rights aims to harmonize intellectual property protection

regimes across the EU and allows member states’ judges to issue injunctions against

ongoing or impending intellectual property violations.21 None of these directives

have mandated the use of filtering technologies to protect intellectual property

regimes. However, where the EU has been slow to respond to the demands of the film

and music industry, individual countries have been more proactive. In 2007, a Danish

court ordered the country’s largest ISP to block Allofmp3.com, a Web site offering

illegal music downloads.22 In March 2007, Bulgarian police arrested the owner of

Arenabg.com, one of Bulgaria’s largest BitTorrent trackers, and blocked the Web site

for four days.23 Most seriously, in June 2008, France established the High Authority

for Copyright Protection and Dissemination of Works on the Internet to monitor

Internet content for illegal file sharing and eventually suspend the Internet connec-

tions of repeat file sharers.24

European courts have been skeptical of claims to fair use of copyrighted content. In

February 2007, a court in Brussels found that Google, Inc., had violated the copyrights

of Copiepresse, a Belgian newspaper consortium. The court ruled that by taking head-

lines and short news extracts from Copiepresse’s newspapers, Google’s news feature

illegally allowed Internet users to read articles without paying proper subscription fees

and without viewing the advertisements on Copiepresse’s sites. The court fined Google

GBP 2.4 million and prohibited it from sampling Copiepresse members’ articles, pic-

tures, or drawings.25 The court also required that Google remove, within 24 hours,

any future content that copyright holders said infringed on its rights, or pay a fine of

EUR 1,000 per day.26 Google had similar fair use problems in France when Agence

France-Presse (AFP) sued the company for USD 17.5 million in 2005. The suit was

dropped in April 2007, following a licensing agreement under which Google could

use stories and photographs from AFP for its news aggregator and for other Google

services. The financial terms of this arrangement have not been publicly disclosed.27

Overall, where the EU has hesitated to take aggressive action on intellectual property

regime enforcement, individual states have been eager to step in, enforcing the laws

of their individual regimes on companies both inside and outside their borders.

A controversial Internet piracy bill was adopted by the French Parliament in March

2009. According to the so-called three-strikes bill, the French government will launch a

new agency, HADOPI (High Authority for the Diffusion of Works and the Protection of

Rights on the Internet), that would assess whether a suspect is guilty of having violated

copyright provisions when downloading material online. If it is determined that the

user violated a copyright provision, he or she would receive a warning, followed by a

suspension of Internet access for a maximum of 12 months if he or she did
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not comply. Critics of the bill stress that cutting Internet access would require a court

order, which is not guaranteed by the law at this stage.

Social Filtering

On issues of child pornography, European nations have worked well together to block

offending content, often recruiting private companies to help them in their cause.

However, on other social issues, such as gambling, states have been less effective in

controlling content, either individually or in coordination with each other.

The landmark model of large-scale voluntary ISP filtering in Europe originated in the

United Kingdom. Britain’s largest ISP, BT, launched Project Cleanfeed in June 2004,28

in consultation with the British Home Office. Under the auspices of this program,

BT blocks Web sites that the nonprofit Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) declares as

hosting images of child abuse. When individuals attempt to access Web sites on IWF’s

list, they receive an error message.29 If the Web sites are hosted within the United

Kingdom, the ISP is required to take down the offending material. Cleanfeed’s success

has inspired imitators: in 2008, the ISP Brightview began offering a filtering device,

WebMinder, free to other service providers. Today, some 90 percent of broadband sub-

scribers in the United Kingdom have filtering programs of one form or another.30

Other countries, such as Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Italy, have implemented

similar programs, though not without controversy.31 Finland’s pilot program received

negative attention early on when the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation, which

prepares the list of Web sites to be filtered, included lapisporno.info—a Web site dis-

cussing the issue of Internet censorship—on the list. A 2005 effort by German search

engines to delist harmful content providers came under criticism when the search

engines refused to say which Web sites were being removed.32

In December 2008, the Romanian Regulatory Authority for Communications and

Information Technology on the basis of Law No. 196/2003 ordered ISPs to block access

to 40 Web sites containing illegal material. If an ISP does not execute such a blocking

order within 48 hours, it may be fined between ROL 100,000 and ROL 500,000,000

(from USD 41,400 to USD 207 million).33 The block list34 contained mainly porno-

graphic Web sites, although reportedly a well-known user-generated video-sharing site

was also included.35 The Romanian Regulatory Authority can compel ISPs to block

access to any Web site that does not comply with the provisions of the law stating

that pornographic Web sites have to be officially authorized, password protected, and

charged for at a per-minute rate (determined by the site’s operator).36 The authority

is not required by the legislation to give an appropriate waiting period to Web site

owners to comply with these legal requirements; instead, it can immediately order

ISPs to block access.

Despite criticism, individual countries’ efforts at stopping child pornography

have met with remarkable success. In 2006, the U.K. Child Exploitation and Online
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Protection Center made 13 arrests in a pay-per-view pornography program.37 In Febru-

ary 2007, Austrian authorities were able to uncover a child-pornography ring involving

more than 2,300 people in 77 countries.38

As individual countries have moved to filter pornographic content online, they have

done so with increasing coordination. Citizens in 19 countries assist in identifying and

reporting illegal content—particularly in the area of child pornography—through a

network of hotlines established by the EU.39 Recent reports show that the Save the

Children Denmark hotline, financed in part by the European Commission’s Safer Inter-

net Plus Program, had nearly 9,000 reports of child abuse images in 2006 alone. In 2004,

Spanish police arrested 90 people in the country’s largest operation against the distribu-

tion of child pornography, also facilitated by the hotlines. At the same time, new regu-

lations at the regional level could force countries to impose stricter filtering regimes

within their own countries. The new AVMSD requires member states to take measures

to ensure that on-demand audiovisual services that might seriously impair the ‘‘physi-

cal, mental or moral development of minors’’ are made inaccessible to minors.40

While Europe has been very successful in mobilizing filtering technologies against

child pornography, it has been less successful at coordinating efforts against gambling.

In 2006, Italy enacted a law that requires ISPs to block the Web sites of gambling oper-

ators not licensed nationally. In 2007, however, the European Court of Justice ruled

Italy’s law in violation of EU standards.41 In 2002, Swiss politicians attempted a similar

block on online gambling. The effort was suspended in 2004, and no further action has

been taken since. A 2007 proposal in Norway blocked access to foreign gambling Web

sites; Web sites that ‘‘desecrate the Flag or Coat of Arms of a foreign nation’’; Web sites

that promote hatred toward public authorities, contain hate speech, or promote racism;

offensive pornography sites; and P2P networks that offer illegal downloads of music,

movies, or television shows.42 To date, no action has been taken on the bill.43

Individual countries have been very proactive in instituting filtering and monitoring

programs to control child pornography. This enthusiasm has extended to EU-wide reg-

ulation. However, no such enthusiasm exists for controlling gambling. Filtering, where

it has been instituted, has been done at the country, not the regional, level.

Nationalistic Filtering

European governments have not censored direct political opposition. However, they

have on occasion censored content that had the potential to ‘‘threaten national

identity.’’

In December 2002, a local Swiss magistrate, Françoise Dessaux, ordered several Swiss

ISPs to block access to three Web sites hosted in the United States that were strongly

critical of Swiss courts44 and to modify their DNS servers to block the domain www

.appel-au-peuple.org.45 The Swiss Internet User Group and the Swiss Network Opera-

tors Group protested that the blocks could easily be bypassed and that the move was
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contrary to the Swiss constitution, which guarantees ‘‘the right to receive information

freely, to gather it from generally accessible sources and to disseminate it’’ to every per-

son.46 Nevertheless, the order was enforced, and directors of noncompliant ISPs were

asked to appear personally in court, or they would risk facing charges.

On March 7, 2007, Turkey forced ISPs to block YouTube after several videos were

posted denigrating Turkey’s founding father, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, and the Turkish

flag. In blocking the Web site, Turkish officials invoked Article 301 of the Turkish Penal

Code, which criminalizes insults toward Atatürk as well as ‘‘Turkishness.’’ Turkey’s

leading ISP, TurkTelecom, complied with the order but petitioned the court to allow

access to the Web site to be restored. The court agreed on the condition that the par-

ticular videos be removed. The two-day blocking was heavily criticized both within

Turkey and abroad, and likened to ‘‘closing a library because of a single book that was

found to be improper.’’47 Yet YouTube and similar Web sites were again blocked in

March 2008 for hosting content insulting to Atatürk.48

Hate Speech

Within Europe there is a general consensus in favor of censoring anti-Semitic or

Holocaust-denying speech online. Where individual states have more expansive anti-

hate regimes, they have enforced those laws, with some success, at the national level.

In 2000, a French court ruled that U.S.-based Yahoo! Inc. was liable under French law

for allowing the people of France access to auction Web sites that included Nazi mem-

orabilia and demanded that Yahoo block this content in France or face fines.49 Yahoo

brought a suit in a U.S. District Court in San Francisco, claiming that the French court’s

ruling was unenforceable in the United States. The U.S. court ruled in Yahoo’s favor in

November 2001,50 but in 2004 the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals overturned that

ruling on the grounds that it did not have sufficient jurisdiction over the French par-

ties.51 After rehearing the case en banc, the appeals court dismissed Yahoo’s case in

January 2006.52 Though split, the court reasoned that the fact that Yahoo had com-

plied voluntarily and removed the offending content precluded claims as to a possible

violation of the right to freedom of expression.53

Similarly, the German Federal Court of Justice ruled in December 2000 that material

glorifying the Nazis and denying the Holocaust must be censored as per German law,

regardless of where it is hosted.54 In 2002, the Bezirksregierung Düsseldorf (district gov-

ernment) obliged 56 ISPs to restrict access to four foreign Web sites.55 The attempts to

block access have attracted nationwide attention and met fierce opposition from users

and service providers.56 However, neither political demonstrations nor lawsuits have

been successful in stopping the blockade. By the end of 2005, 76 Internet service pro-

viders had been required to block the named Web sites.57

Germany has engaged in other efforts to combat hate speech. According to one study

published by the Berkman Center for Internet and Society in 2002, about 91 Web
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sites were completely or partly excluded by the German sections of the search engine

Google.58 In 2008, about 23 suspects were apprehended by German police in eight

German states, and a further 70 suspects had been identified in the investigation be-

cause of their illegal sale of right-wing extremist material over the Internet.59

Holocaust denial is also legislated at the country level. Fifteen European countries

also have laws against Holocaust denial,60 and others ban material that promotes racial

hatred. These have been harmonized in a protocol to the Council of Europe’s cyber-

crime treaty, which requires that ‘‘any written material, any image or any other

representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites hatred, dis-

crimination or violence, against any individual or group of individuals, based on race,

color, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as pretext for any

of these factors’’ and ‘‘material which denies, minimizes, approves of or justifies crimes

of genocide or crimes against humanity’’ must be made illegal by the signatories.61 As

with all illegal content, once it is brought to their attention, ISPs must either take

down or block the relevant Web sites (depending on whether they are hosted domesti-

cally or abroad).

One issue Europe has yet to resolve with regard to hate speech is whether merely

linking to offending content constitutes a crime. A 2000 case, in which French citizens

were barred from shopping on Web sites selling Nazi memorabilia,62 would suggest

that Europeans would think it is. Yet, in 2004, the political activist Alvar Freude was

accused of linking to right-wing extremist Web sites and was brought to court. A local

court found this to be a criminal offense. However, the Stuttgart higher regional court

overturned that decision in 2006 and absolved Freude.63

Defamation

Two forces are intersecting to shape defamation law in Europe. On the one hand, states

are relying on the ‘‘effects test’’ to determine legal jurisdiction; that is, so long as harm

is done within the country’s borders, the injured party can sue within that country.

On the other hand, individual countries are also exercising comparatively harsh anti-

defamation laws. Together, these forces mean that more people are being sued outside

their home countries, and for more money, than ever before.

Member states of the EU have sought a simplified electronic defamation framework.

The traditional principle in cases of defamation concerning the media—that the law of

the country where the defamed person lives is applicable—creates a strong incentive

for media to gain a potentially impractical degree of knowledge about the privacy and

defamation laws of each European country. In Italy, for example, a man in a cross-

border custodial battle claimed that his ex-wife, now a resident of Israel, was respon-

sible for posting statements and images on the Internet that were defamatory of him

and his ability to care for their two daughters. Italy’s highest appellate court, the
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Suprema Corte di Cassazione, overturned a prior verdict and held that Italy’s laws of

libel applied to content on foreign Web sites accessible by Internet users in the coun-

try.64 Italian doctrine thus supports an effects test for choice of law, similar to that used

in the United States for personal jurisdiction: if the offending statements, wherever

posted, created an effect within the country, they are subject to the Italian law. Other

countries are reaching similar conclusions. The German Federal Court of Justice de-

cided in 2000 that the Australian owner of an Australian Web site which denied the

Holocaust could be held liable in Germany.65

Simultaneously, anti-defamation laws at the domestic level, particularly in Britain,

have been criticized for leading to a ‘‘Web takedown’’ culture in which ISPs immedi-

ately remove content alleged to be defamatory for fear of lawsuits. A landmark precedent

in the United Kingdom led the way for the establishment of a ‘‘notice and takedown’’

system. In Laurence Godfrey v. Demon Internet Limited,66 a defamatory statement was

made on a posting to a newsgroup, www.soc.culture.thai, available on a server of De-

mon Internet Limited. Despite Godfrey’s request to remove the post, Demon did not

comply. As a result, he claimed damages for libel under section 1 of the Defamation

Act of 199667 and settled with Demon out of court for over GBP 250,000.68

On rare occasions, some countries have attempted to achieve tight Internet regula-

tion by subjecting Web sites to mandatory registration under general media laws or

Internet-specific regulations. Such registration directly submits Web site owners and

users to civil and/or criminal law liability for content published online, which may

arise under provisions sanctioning defamation, dissemination of illegal content, and

pornography (among others). In some cases such publication may require preapproval

by a state agency. Poland, for instance, shows lack of clarity with regard to the

status of online media. A television broadcast segment that criticized the work of a

Polish debt collector prompted a series of threatening comments on a forum on the

GazetaBytowska.pl (Bytów Newspaper) Web site. Polish police asked the Web site’s

administrator to give them identifying information for the commentators in question,

but he refused. The police then charged the Web site under article 45 of the Press Law

Act (PLA) of 1984.69 A local court determined the Web site to be a daily publication

and therefore subject to the PLA, which provides for punishment for editors who

publish—even unintentionally—‘‘criminal content,’’ including threats like the ones

made in the online forum. The case was appealed to the Regional Court, which ruled

in February 2008 that Web sites such as GazetaBytowska.pl must be registered.70 A

ruling of the Polish Supreme Court a year earlier stated that ‘‘journals and periodicals

do not lose the character of a press release due solely to the fact that they appear in the

form of an Internet transmission’’ and that ‘‘the publishing of press in an electronic

form, available on the Internet, requires registration.’’ Subsequently, a Supreme Court

spokesman emphasized that the ruling was not intended to suggest that all regularly

updated Web sites needed to be registered.71
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Together, these two trends—the increasing use of the effects test and increasingly

harsh damages for defamation—have given an incentive for European countries to

coordinate anti-defamation laws at the European level.

A 2007 amendment to the Rome II convention attempted to set regional standards

for the application of anti-defamation laws. The amendment instructed European

courts to obey, with some exceptions, the anti-defamation laws of the country in

which the damage occurred.72

Surveillance

European countries have worked to coordinate security directives at the regional level,

yet these consensus directives have been criticized by outside groups as far too ex-

treme. The 2006 European Data Retention Directive73 prescribes surveillance on a re-

gional level in the public interest. Because the directive has been transposed into the

national legislation of most of the EU member states, ISPs at the local level are required

to retain specific data pertaining to electronic communications to assist in tracking

down crimes and for future prosecutions. Such data can be collected through users’

activities, in particular Internet access, e-mail, and telephony, and can be retained for

a minimum period of six months but not exceeding two years.74 The aim is to bring

about a common code of data retention in order to trace illegal content and the source

of attacks against information systems, and to identify those who use electronic com-

munications networks for terrorist activities and organized crime. The data to be

retained do not concern the content of communications. Yet the directive has inspired

controversy within member states and was challenged recently at the German Consti-

tutional Court.75

Yet some countries are far exceeding the scope of surveillance allowed by the EU. In

March 2007, the Swedish government granted its national defense intelligence agency

the power to monitor all cross-border telephone calls and e-mail traffic, even without a

warrant. Various critics have raised privacy concerns about the plan, positing that the

proposal violates privacy rights and breaches EU law. Notwithstanding the criticism, in

January 2009 amendments to the Swedish wiretapping law entered into force, allowing

the National Defense Radio Establishment sweeping surveillance powers over online

activities. The new law allows special state agencies to monitor telephone calls and

Internet traffic, including the content of the traffic itself, which is outside of the scope

of the EU Data Retention Directive. In addition, the state agency could develop a plan

to search for sensitive keywords in transmitted messages and could even require mon-

itoring content on servers outside the country’s borders.76 A nongovernmental organi-

zation has already brought a case against the new law in the European Court of Human

Rights.77 Sweden’s own national security police agency called the plan a violation of

‘‘personal integrity.’’ Such pervasive policies against online activities have triggered dis-

approval among big international ICT companies, some of which announced that they
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would cease making significant investments in the country if the controversial law was

not revisited.78

A different development of events occurred in Finland, where employers organi-

zations (reportedly including handset giant Nokia)79 lobbied strongly for introduc-

ing legislation that would allow employers to track employees’ e-mails to prevent

corporate espionage. In March 2009, the Finnish government adopted such a law

granting employers access to information about their workers’ messages, including

the recipients, senders, and the time when e-mails were sent or received, and whether

the e-mails contained attachments. The law does not allow the employers to read the

content of the messages outright. Nonetheless, employers’ otherwise broad rights over

employees’ electronic communications raise serious privacy concerns.

Germany, too, is taking active steps toward increasing government surveillance

online. A new amendment to the national telecommunication law requires that ISPs

retain personal data, such as e-mail senders’ IP addresses, recipients’ IP addresses, date

and time of all messages, IP address for each Internet subscriber, and a unique identifier

for each client to track online activity.

Germany’s federal crime police, the Bundeskriminalamt, have not only monitored

e-mails and chat rooms, but also begun performing so-called online raids.80 The idea

is to infect a suspect’s personal computer with Trojan horse software to secretly record

data entered into the computer. However, this technique remains highly controversial.

The federal constitutional court ruled in March 2008 that online raids could only be

used in exceptional circumstances.81

In 2005, the Italian government authorized increased surveillance of the Internet

and telephone networks.82 The bill requires Internet cafés to keep photocopies of

customers’ passports and to periodically submit logs of all Web sites visited to the

police.83 The law also increases licensing requirements for telecommunication service

operators, making licensing approval dependent upon the existence of satisfactory

data-monitoring and retention systems.84

In France, two laws have granted increased surveillance powers to the government.

The Daily Safety Law (LSQ) was approved almost unanimously by parliament on No-

vember 15, 2001, and the Internet Safety Law (LSI) was enacted on February 13, 2003.

Together, these laws require that ISPs keep a record of their customers’ Internet activity

and e-mail traffic for a year and that encryption firms assist authorities in decoding

messages involved in criminal trials. Additionally, in June 2008 the French govern-

ment established the High Authority for Copyright Protection and Dissemination of

Works on the Internet, which will monitor all network traffic for possible copyright

infringement.

Similar surveillance policies were introduced in Poland, with a February 2003

amendment to the Telecommunications Law. The law requires telecommunication

companies to provide the police and other state agencies with access to information

sent through telecommunications networks for the purpose of national defense, state
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security, and public order.85 The data that may be requested by the police include

caller identification, network terminals and/or telecommunication devices used in the

connection, data generated during the connection, the circumstances, and the type of

connection.86

The Polish government has been criticized for conducting a large number of wire-

tapping operations that may be seen as an invasion of privacy. In early March 2009,

the office of the Polish prime minister announced that it had plans to compile a ‘‘super

database’’ of information on all Polish citizens. The database would be compiled dur-

ing the 2011 census and would include information from the ministries of finance, jus-

tice, and home affairs, social insurance information, and information gathered from

telecommunications suppliers. The plan has met with outrage from Polish Internet

users, who claim the database would violate their constitutional rights. The prime min-

ister’s office has since released a statement explaining that the database will only in-

clude necessary information.87 It remains to be seen who would then determine what

information is necessary and how Internet users’ right to privacy would be guaranteed.

The prospect of revenue from online advertising has sometimes driven operators to

exercise surveillance over their customers’ preferences. Major British operators BT, Talk

Talk, and Virgin have all signed up to use Phorm,88 a Web tracking service, which uses

information gathered from a user’s browsing history to deliver targeted advertising on

members’ Web sites. An admission has been made by BT that it ran secret trials of a

new advertising platform among 18,000 of its broadband customers in 2006 in order

to determine the operational and technical performance of the service. The platform

targets advertisements at the operator’s customers using their browsing profiles. The

EU threatened in April 2009 to pursue legal action against the United Kingdom for

breaching Internet privacy laws by allowing operators to use the platform to track their

customers’ online activities for commercial gain (estimated at GBP 3 billion a year).

Conclusion

Today, Internet content in Europe is controlled by three groups of factors: region-wide

organizations (the EU), individual countries, and companies (e.g., ISPs, search engines).

While governments have been extremely active in promoting filtering technologies for

child pornography and surveillance technologies for copyright infringement, they are

increasingly finding that they can achieve their aims through indirect means. Rather

than passing explicit regulations, governments have pressured companies to volunta-

rily self-regulate content, be it pornography, hate speech, or content that infringes

upon copyrights. Such pressures show a creeping tendency toward the second- and

third-generation controls found elsewhere.

At the EU level, countries are increasingly working to harmonize Internet regulation,

especially with regard to defamatory and pornographic content. Given the significant
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cultural differences between countries and existing regulatory frameworks, creating a

common platform for legislation at the regional level is a slow and complex process.

Nonetheless, it is increasingly the arena where decisions about Internet filtering and

monitoring are made.
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